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TO THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

Introduction

1. The present report covers activities of the Committee since the twenty-sixth
session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and is based on meetings held during the sixteenth
and seventeenth sessions of the Committee. Notes by the secretariat on the
proceedings of the sixteenth session, held in Maxch and May 1970, and on certain
procedures related to notifications concerning non-compliance with provisions of
Part IV, were distributed in COM.TD/76, COM.TD/78 and COM.TD/74, respectively. At
the seventeenth session, the Government of the People's Republic of the Congo
(Brazzaville) became a member of the Committee.

2. At its sixteenth session the Committee drew up a work programme in the light of
the Conclusions adopted at the twenty-sixth session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
During its annual review of the implementation of Part IV at the seventeenth session
the Committee also reviewed ths progress made under this work programme.

Review of implementation of Part IV and the Conclusions of the twenty-sixth session

3. In introducing the discussion at the seventeenth session, the Chairman proposed
that the review might cover not only the implementation of Part IV, but also action
taken by contracting parties to give effect to the relevant Conclusions of the twenty-
sixth GATT session. The Committee had before it documentation prepared by the
secretariat concerning recent developments in primary commodity exports (COM.TD/W/129);
developments and activities in other international organizations (COM.TD/W/131); and
activities in other organs of GATT of direct interest to the Committee (COM.TD/W/133).
The Committee reviewed notifications by governments (COM.TD/W/128 and Add.1-3), and
heard supplementary oral statements on action taken by governments under Part IV and
with respect to the Conclusions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

4. Representatives from developing countries -expressed appreciation for action
taken by individual developed contracting parties, as notified by them, to assist
the expansion of exports of developing countries and for efforts made by developed
countries generally in adopting the generalized system of preferences and
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the Strategy for the Second Development Decade. Many representatives from
developing countries stressed, however, that the current situation of developing
countries called for urgent and wider ranging action in the trade field to
increase their foreign exchange earnings so that these countries could achieve
the rate of econoic growth envisaged in the Strategy. In this connexion, they
recalled that the Conclusions of the twenty-sixth session of the CONTRACTINIG
PA!RITIES had stressed the need for the GATT to make maximum efforts directed
towards the expansion of the export earnings of all developing countries and to
giving priority consideration to, and the takingof immedate stopstovards, solving
the trad: problems of tnes countries. They expressed feelings of frustration at the
lac' of adequate action in GATT in this direction. They also viewed with concern
themanifestations of protectionist, tendencies in certain countries, the uncer-
tainties caused by the current negotiations between EEC and other West European
countries, as well as certain other disquieting developments onthe international
trade scene. They felt that there was a danger that the precccupation of
developed countries with their own problems would prevent early attention to those
trade problems which were of specific concern to developing countries and urged
that separate consideration be given to these problems.

5/ Representatives from developing countries emphasized that if it were not
possible for contracting parties to enter into new negotiations to deal with the
trade problems facing the world trading community as a whole, serious efforts
should be made to initiate positive action in favour of developing countries in
respect of at least some of the most urgent problems already identified in GATT.
To this end solutions for the specific problems of developing countries in the
form of advance action to eliminate or reduce especially non-tariff barriers on
their products could be applied without waiting for the results of a general
negotiation. They expressed their hope that the necessary political will would be
manifeasted by developed countries so that in anyaction they would take as a
result of current developments the interests of developing countries would not be
harmed. The developing countries supported a proposal advanced by a representative
for the establishment ofa small high-level group for the purpose of presenting
conerete proposals for solution to the trade problems of developing countries,
taking into account the various suggestions put forward in the Committee on Trade
and Development and its sub-groups and in the other organs of GATT. In working
out proposals the Grou would consltinformally with contrcting parties.

6. Representatves ofdeveloped countries pointed out that GATT had played an
important and positive role in the expansion of intrnational trade over the past
two docades, the benefits being felt by both developed and developing Countries.
They recalled the many occasions on which governments had been able to resist
protectionist pressures in their countries by pointing to GATT obligations. They
also referred to action taken toassist developing countries by implementing in
advanceKennedy Round concessions on products of interest to these countries.
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The adoption of the. generalized scheme of preferences and the Strategy for the
Second Development Decade were important steps forward and created a positive
basis for future work. On the other hand, some representatives from developed
countries declared that they were.aware that a prolonged pause in the GATT attack
on trade barriers could have unfortunate repercussions on the economies of
countries least able to afford the cost of such delay. They stressed that
notwithstanding the difficulties at present overshadowing international trade,
which should not be underestimated, efforts were being made to carry forward the
work programme initiated at the twenty-fourth session.

7. Some representatives from developed countries also stated that, while they
appreciated the desire of the developing countries that their problems should be
tackled with urgency, there were many complexities in the area of tariff and non-
tariff problems, which would inevitably require that action to deal with these
problems would have to be taken on a .comprehensive rather than individual basis.
However, if it were possible to identify areas where specific problems of
developing countries could be dealt with separately and on a priority basis, they
believed that their authorities would give careful and sympathetic consideration
to such proposals.

8. The representatives of developed countries generally declared themselves in
favour of the proposal to set up a small high-level group as proposed by the
representative of Trinidad and Tobago and stated..that-they were ready to co-operate
fully with the Groupin helping it to fulfil its task.. Most of these representatives
pointed out, however, that while 'ready to participate constructively in the
exercise they could riot of course be committed from. the outset to support whatever
recommendations might emerge from the Group's work.

9. Against the background of these statements the Committee agreed that a Group
comprising the Chairman of the CONTRICTING PARTIES, the Chairman of the Council,
and the Chairman of the Commiittee on Trade and Development should be requested to
present for consideration by the Committee and the CONTRACTING PARTIES proposals
in regard to the concrete. action that might be taken to deal with the trade problems
of developing countries having regard to the provisions of GATT and the relevant
Conclusions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. For this purpose the Group, with the
assistance of the Director-General and the secretariat, may carry out such informal
consultations with both developed and developing contracting parties as it may
consider necessary taking into account the examination of barriers affecting trade
of developing countries that has taken place in various GATT committees and bodies
and the views and suggestions put forward and the conclusions reached in the
discussions in those bodies.

GATT action on GSP

10. The representative of a developing country pointed out that under
paragraph 3(b) of Article XXXVII, the developed countries had undertaken a
commitment to give consideration to the adoption of "other measures" designed to
provide greater scope for the development of imports from less-developed countries.
The establishment of the generalized system of preferences would be one of the
important "other measures" unvisaged under that Article. Article XXXVII thus
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provided legal cover for derogation of the most-favoured-nation rule in favour of
less-developed countries and this was one of the important aspects which needed
to be borne in mind when considering the legal question relating to the
introduction of the generalized system of preferences. A representative of a
prospective donor country said that his authorities did not share the view that
Article XXXVII provided adequate legal basis for the generalized system of
preferences.

Tariff problems

11. The Committee noted the progress of work on the tariff study and that further
discussions on the next stage of the work would take place at an early meeting of
the Committee on Industrial Products in 1971.

12. Representatives from developing countries recalled that certain problems in
this field of interest to developing countries were specified in the Conclusions
adopted at the twenty-sixth session. Some of these representatives felt that the
problem of differential tariffs could be studied taking into account the changes
resulting from the generalized preferential scheme. As regards the question of
tariff reclassification, the secretariat might be asked to examine whether there
would be further scope for action in this field with regard to products which
would not be included in the generalized scheme of preferences. One of these
representatives pointed out that all tariff problems could not be solved by the
generalized scheme of preferences; tariff escalation for example, arose also in
connexion with processed agricultural products, many of which were exempted from
the scheme. Some of these representatives also felt that if no progress was made
with regard to Tabulation III of the study at the next meeting of the Committee
on Trade in Industrial Products in 1971, the Committee on Trade and Development
should consider how progress on its own initiative could be made in the three
areas referred to in the Conclusions of the twenty-sixth session. They suggested
that the basic tariff date should be made available to all interested parties.

13. The representative of a developed country indicated that his government
would wish to have the tariff study go ahead as quickly as possible; the delay
referred to had arisen on account of the technical nature of the problems involved
the solution of which required a more complete data basis.

14. While the Committee did not enter into a substantive discussion of. this item
in advance of its being considered in the Committee on Trade in Industrial
Products, it was agreed that if no progress was made at the meeting of that
Committee in early 1971 in carrying forward the work on those aspects of the
tariff study of interest to developing countries, the Committee on Trade and
Development would review the situation and suggest what further stops might be
taken.
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Import restrictions

15. In its report to the twenty-sixth session, the Committee had recommended that
the Group on Residual restrictions should be reconvened as and when it was
considered useful to do so. A note on the meeting of the Group held on
22-23 October 1970 was presonted to the Committee in COM.TD/79.

16. The Committee noted that the Group had carried. out a product-by-product
examination of the remaining fifteen of the twenty-one items selected for priority
treatment. It also noted the views of the Group that while the progress achieved
in the Group so far had boon slow and modest in relation to the problems faced by
developing countries, efforts within the Group to promote the removal of import.
restrictions affecting products of exoport interest to developing countries should
continue to be pursued. Note was also taken of the views and suggestions of the
Group inPart I of COM- TD/79.

17. Representatives from devloping countries expressed disappointment at the lack
of progress on this roblem in the context of the Joint Working Group and in
Working Group 4 of the Commitee on Industrial Products. They regretted in
particular that in the proposals put forwrd for dealing with the problem in various
GATT bodies no progress had been made in respect of establishing programmes with
target dates for the romoval of the restrictions. In this connexion they recalled
that certain dates wore specified for the removal of barriers to tradc in the
Strategy for the Second Development Decade. They reiterated that illegal import
restrictions should be removed unilaterally and should not be the subject of
negotiations for their eliimation.

l8. Some reeresentatives from developed countries expressed theview that the
question of residual import restrictions was a very long-standing problem and that
greater efforts should be made to remove then. One representative from a
developed country recalled the views expressed by his delegation on previous
occasions to the effect that it was not in a position to adopt liberalization
progammes establishing target dates for the removal of import restrictions. He
Mentioned the reservations which were recorded by his government on this point on
the adoption of the Stratogy for the Second Development Decade. With regard to
the suggestions made, on measures to facilitate removal of restrictions, he stated
that adjustment assistance was only one of several measuress which could be employed
to deal with the problem involved and that it could only be used to contribute
towards a long-term solution.

19. After further discussion the Coimmittee agreed that the Group on Residual
Restrictions should within its Sandatc (i) continue to seck possibilities for
elimination of restrictions on the twenty-one products or product groups already
exeaiinod by it and other products identified as of export interest to the
developing countries in the Group and in the Joint Workling Group on Iport
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Restrictions, on the basis of an item-by-item examination and (ii) keep under
review the results of the examination already carried out by it and explore
possibilities for achieving progress towards liberalization through the use of the
measures suggested in paragraph 10 of its report (COM.TD/79).

Tropical products

20. The Special Group on Tropical Products met in July 1970 to discuss the
question of internal charges and revenue duties. Barriers to trade in new and
improved forms of natural rubber, were also examined. A record of the proceedings
of the discussions at this meeting had been circulated in SGTP/20.

21. The Committee took note of the discussions in the Special Group and of the
proposals for further work put forward in the Group, and of the views of some
members on these proposals. The Committee noted that in connexion with the work
of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments it had been agreed that the
suggestions made in that body concerning its own work should not affect the work
under way in the Special Group on Tropical Products. It was stated by some
developing countries that recent changes in fiscal systems in several developed
countries had posed problems for developing countries, it appeared that the
incidence of internal taxes applied to some tropical beverages had increased as
a result of these measures. The representative of one developed country informed
the Committee of recent developments regarding action initiated for the purpose
of eliminating import duties on natural.rubber with chemical additives.

22. The Committee invited the Group to continue its discussions with a view to
seeking solutions to the problems before it and expressed the hope that at its
next meeting progress would be made in regard to the specific proposals referred
to in paragraph 33 of SGTP/20.

Adjustment assistance measures

23. Governments had been invited to notify developments in regard to adjustment
assistance measures and the use make. of them, for consideration by the Export
Group. A record of the procedings of the meeting of the Group, held on
30 November 1970, was before the Committee in COM.TD/80.

24. The representatives of a developed country drew attention to certain important
changes in the administration of his country's adjustment assistance programme.
He gave instances of action taken by his government in this regard and stated that
this action involved products some of which were of interest to developing countries

25. The representative of a developing country stated that in the context of
the Strategy for the Second Development Decade developed countries had recognized
the need to consider adopting and where possible evolving suitable programmes for
assisting the adaptation and adjustment of industries and workers to facilitate
greater imports from developing countries. He was aware that governments of some
developed countries had made certain reservations clarifying their views as regards
circumstances in which adjustment assistance measures could be used. This
developing country attached importance to its use in particular to deal with
social and economic difficulties in depressed sectors in developed countries
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which prevented the removal of import restrictions and other non-tariff barriers,
particularly on products of interest to developing countries, and to the working
out of systematic programmes for this purpose.

26. The representative of a developed country stated that his government was
prepared to consider the use of adjustment assistance measures in appropriate
circumstances but could not agred. to the working out of systematic programmes.
This representative and some other representatives of developed countries stated
that their agreement in the Export Groun that the secretariat should prepare
proposal's on further information which could be obtained from governments was
without commitment as to the attitude of their authorities to any proposals which
might be put forward.

27. On the basis of this exchange of views, the Committee recommended that
contracting parties should continue to give attention to the use of approipriate
meaeasures of adjustment assistance as one important Means of adaptation to
increased imports from developing countries. Governments should be requested to
keep under review the possibilities of using either adjustment assistance measures
or adjustment assistance prograemies to this end, and account should continue to be
taken of these possibilities in the, work. of the Group, on Residual Restrictions.
The secretarit should also be asked to put up proposals on what additional
information concerning the present use of adjustment assistance measures would be
helpful in explooring the possibilities of broader use of thase measures. Those
proposals would be for consideration at the next meeting of the Expert Group on
Adjustment Assistance, Measures, which should report its deliberations in the
matter to an early meeting of the Committee on Trade and Developmnent.

Concluding remarks by the Chairman

28. The Chairman said it had been gratifying to note the constructive and
co-operative spirit in which the discussions at the sessionhad been conducted.

Heemphasized that as it had not been possible to make proress on the substantive
issues before the Committee, and as action taken was limited to instructions to
continue to pursue work in subsidiary bodies, the discussion uander the first item
of the agenda and action suggested in this context, assumed even greater importance.
It was in his view important to move forward and try to achieve results, even on a
limited or modest scale, towards the improvement of the trade ,position of
developinlg countries through mutual undurstanding and co-operation among
contracting partires.

Future work

29. The Committee agreed thlt the work of the Group on Residual Restrictions,
the Expert Group onAdjustment Assistance Measures and the Special Group on
Tropical Products should continue along the lines indicated.above. Th: Groups
should at the appropriatetime take into account the work 0f the Group agreed to
by the Committeein terms of paragraph 9 above.


